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Introduction
Ensemble Video is like an institutional YouTube with the flexibility and controls required in K12 education. There are differences between the two: YouTube is designed for consumers; Ensemble Video is designed for organizations. With YouTube transcoding is a requirement. With Ensemble Video transcoding is an option; campuses can publish high resolution content in any format, and any length. Beyond that, YouTube is free; Ensemble Video costs less for K-12.

As user-generated, video-on-demand increases across the organization, the total cost of ownership savings from Ensemble Video versus YouTube increases due to Ensemble Video’s organizational framework and unique patent-pending publishing model. This paper serves as a vehicle for you to understand Ensemble Video’s fundamental architecture and why it is a lower cost solution than YouTube for district-wide, user-generated video-on-demand.

Teachers, students and staff are constrained in their use of video, or they face considerable complexity and cost to move forward. Often times different departments invent local video-on-demand workflow solutions, and there is no consistency, coordination, and sharing of content and infrastructure. Institutions that do manage and publish Internet video on a regular basis find that sharing video with
multiple internal departments and Web sites, and with external partners, is cumbersome and time-consuming. It often requires manually editing multiple Web pages, compromising video security, sending media links to colleagues in email messages, and sometimes finding critical meta-data missing or inconsistent across multiple access points.

In school districts and school consortiums, enterprise-wide use of video-on-demand is complex and time consuming. Organizations need control over content quality and security. Different users and applications need different media formats and servers. For example, commencements and plays may be recorded using a professional DV camera and published to multiple web destinations in high resolution Windows Media Video (WMV) format. Others may use Apple’s Podcast Producer 2 and encode content into H.264 to create training videos for both the desktop and mobile devices that are published to their district content management system. Still others may want to record video conferences and publish them as streaming Flash files to secure portals and share with their staff.

Video-on-demand has gone from ‘being cool’ to being a critical business service in educational institutions. The associated value proposition of accelerated learning, reduced cost, improved communications and increased productivity have stimulated rapidly increasing use of digital media in education.

51% of the US Internet Traffic in 2010 is Video

*Wired Magazine, 2010.*

Video on-demand usage is exploding. Consider the following:
• According to an article published in Wired Magazine, 51% of the US Internet traffic in 2010 was made up of Video.

• Internet Video will grow from $9B currently to $43B by YE 2015 — Oppenheimer, Equity Research Industry Update, December 19, 2010

• “In four years online video has gone from being merely an interesting idea to the fastest growing Internet phenomenon” – Stars Of the New Screen, p.92, Forbes, 8/24/09.

• “Video is increasingly becoming an integral part of the fabric of educational technology. “ – Paul Riismandel, The Tipping Point: 2009 Education Video Year In Review, FEBRUARY/MARCH 2010 issue of Streaming Media

Why the growth? Advances in video storage, server and compression technologies, the easing of bandwidth restrictions, increasing broadband access penetration and the proliferation low cost capture technologies in education has led to a substantial increase in the use of digital files.

Finally, the associated value proposition of accelerated learning, reduced cost, improved communications and increased productivity have stimulated rapidly increasing use of digital media in education. This has created a great demand for systems to manage an ever-increasing flow of digital content.

There is incredible opportunity here, but there are also significant challenges. Chief among them is the ability for teachers, students and staff to easily upload, catalog, publish and share user-generated rich media without bogging down IT, media support and their Websites. What institutions need is a simple, straightforward platform that enables cost-effective publishing and sharing of Internet video-on-demand content. As a result, a new kind of video management platform has emerged. It was invented at Syracuse University and it is called Ensemble Video.

The Ensemble Video Organizational Framework
Ensemble Video was designed for organizations – for groups to share with groups within organizations. Ensemble Video makes it easy for multiple departments within large organizations and school consortiums to each manage their own video libraries. Within a single implementation of Ensemble Video at least one ‘organization’ is defined. Within an organization any number of Ensemble Video ‘departments’ can be created, where each department has its own independent video library. Each department has one or more ‘content administrators’ who create video entries that are owned by their department and appear in the video library listing for that department.

A department content administrator may create one or more Internet Web destinations or Websites for publishing content to external constituents, and/or one or more Web sites accessible to internal viewers (e.g., a training video Web site or a Web site where organizational processes or events are documented).

While an Ensemble Video organization can indeed be a single organization with multiple departments created within that organization, the system is not limited to that terminology and model. An institution or a regional consortium may establish an ‘organization’ for each participating district, and those districts could in turn create ‘departments’, or video libraries, as needed within their own ‘organization’.
Ensemble Video’s unique permission-based sharing model allows content sharing across departments and across department Web sites. For example, Library X can give Library Y permission to share content to their library and/or its Websites directly. A School may have an organization for all teachers, and then create a library for each teacher so they can manage, publish and share their own video content independently. Each teacher can then set up permission-based sharing with their colleagues in their own school and district other districts within the consortium. For example, a math teacher can share a “best practices video” using a baseball diamond - to create an understanding of Pythagorean Theorem - with her colleagues at other component school districts, with a click of a mouse.

Organizational Structure

The Basics

Organizations are composed of Libraries
Libraries have web publishing destinations
You can share videos with anyone in your Organization
Libraries are composed of Users
There are 5 User Roles and we support LDAP

Ensemble Video’s intuitive wizard-based content administrator interface is easy to learn and use. As employee-wide and student-wide usage becomes a reality, organizations will see positive cross-organizational impact due to Ensemble Video’s unique sharing architecture. As more organizations realize the power of this video content collaboration, the value to the organization also increases.

The Ensemble Video Library Publishing Model vs. Using Embed Codes with YouTube
Publishing in this context, means embedding an interactive interface in a Web page that enables viewers to browse and search for video entries and access individual video entry catalog information, media links(s), and thumbnail and preview images.
Teachers, students and staff want to publish video content to a variety of internal and external Web destinations – to web content management systems, to learning management systems and public portals - all at once. With YouTube staff can copy and paste HTML code to publish videos to web-sites, but as the teachers, students and staff grow their video library and try to share hundreds and thousands of videos, the process of publishing videos like this become very manually intensive.

Ensemble Video takes the work out of distributing and coordinating content administration across an organization and makes it very easy to publish and securely share video content on any number of internal, external, and shared Web sites with a few clicks of a mouse. Teachers, students and staff love Ensemble Video because they have an easy-to-use GUI Web application – they log-in and easily upload their internet ready video, use a simple wizard to catalog it - edit meta data, add attachments, URLs, etc., - automatically generate thumbnail images and animation previews, and then, with the click of a mouse, publish the video content to their Web sites for viewer access.

Central IT departments love Ensemble Video because it automates and manages the workflow processes across all their campuses, can support and number of media and Web servers, and provides a single unified and searchable catalog database. Media support staff can configure Ensemble Video, and set up
accounts for content administrators – and from that point forward the video workflow occurs without their intervention.

Ensemble Video offers three different mechanisms for publishing video on Web pages. Each option offers a different mix of ease of implementation and customization:

1. Quick Publish: Easy “push button” publishing – doesn’t require any HTML editing, but offers minimal customization options. Yorktown CSD using the Quick Publish to create a video library for Public Affairs: [http://ensemble.lhric.org/ensemble/app/sites/NAq_FAA9T0irvYvD0cQKGA.aspx](http://ensemble.lhric.org/ensemble/app/sites/NAq_FAA9T0irvYvD0cQKGA.aspx). For more information please refer to the Version 3.1 Content Administrator User Guide for more information: [http://ensemblevideo.com/resources/documents.aspx](http://ensemblevideo.com/resources/documents.aspx),


3. Simple publishing API: Requires Web developers with scripting skills in Javascript, .NET, PHP, Silverlight or some other scripting language; Supports extensive customization. Fayetteville Manlius contracted with their hosting partner, the Central New York Regional Information Center (CNYRIC) to develop a custom HorneTVision site with a drop down window to select the various school video libraries: [http://www.fmschools.org/departments.cfm?subpage=16293](http://www.fmschools.org/departments.cfm?subpage=16293). Refer to our wiki for more information please refer to our wiki at: [http://wiki.ensemblevideo.com/api.ashx](http://wiki.ensemblevideo.com/api.ashx)

At Syracuse University a workflow study found Ensemble Video saved $100K versus a manual process of uploading, cataloging and publishing (i.e. with embed codes), with just 2,000 videos over two years; 80% of the savings was derived from Ensemble Video’s publishing model.
Why Ensemble Video?

**Lowers Costs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syracuse University</th>
<th>Without Ensemble</th>
<th>With Ensemble</th>
<th>Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2K Videos</td>
<td>$150K</td>
<td>$50K</td>
<td>$100K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“It took a manual process, made it streamlined, and automated some things for us—which then gave some time back to our staff to do more hands-on consulting on how to make better videos or use other technologies better.” – Scott Nadzan, director of technology, Whitman School of Management, Syracuse University from Campus Technology article 8/2/10

Ensemble Video Applications in K-12
Here are some examples that highlight the value of Ensemble Video to K-12 and some of the publishing features used:

1. With 50% federally assisted lunch programs and 1,100 students, South Lewis Central School District is one of the poorest districts in New York, yet they use more video than most other schools. South Lewis CSD uses the Ensemble Video HTML plug-in option with the Showcase Template for their SouthLew TUBE: [http://video.moric.org/southlewis](http://video.moric.org/southlewis), where staff, teachers and students share their videos - from ceremonies and science projects to pep rallies.

To hear from Scott Carpenter, director of technology, South Lewis CSD and others, please visit this short video: [http://www.ensemblevideo.com/demo/testimonials.aspx](http://www.ensemblevideo.com/demo/testimonials.aspx)

From Studio 45, in the Cicero/North Syracuse Central School District in New York, students at Roxboro Road Middle School broadcast their morning announcements over the new computer network in the building. It is projected through their state of the art network on to the big screen in each homeroom.
And now these announcements are uploaded, cataloged, published and shared on their Ensemble Video HTML Plug in page: http://www.nscsd.org/webpages/jclayton/archive.cfm. This program has been so successful, Christopher Nelson, the director of IT for CNS, is now integrating low cost video production studios in every school within the district.

Ensemble Video is helping empower students to become "producers" of information learning, rather than passive "consumers" of knowledge and information. Skills developed including media literacy, communication skills, creativity, intellectual curiosity and social responsibility. What would the impact be at your school district if you had student run production studios in every school?

2. Jody Kennedy, a teacher in the White Plains School District, NY is using Ensemble Video to help accelerate development of a global citizenship model, http://www.globalrunproject.org. Her students are actively engaged in inter-national service-learning in support of the United Nations' Millennium Development goals. Ensemble Video is helping people to connect with other people to learn, to solve problems, and to help make this a better world. What is the impact of using video-on-demand to help accelerate international service learning your school district?
3. Fayetteville Manlius Schools shares video content from many departments to their district video library, HorneTVision. Contributions include, 5th grade Latin Festival, 6th a Harvard trained archaeologist working with 6th grade students, book trailers by 7th graders and a mock vehicle accident staged by the high school.

With Ensemble Video, the total cost of ownership is lower due to Ensemble Video’s publishing model and ability to share rich media content from individuals to individuals, within departments, within a district, and in a consortium model, from district to district. As high volume video usage becomes a reality – when every student, teacher and staff in your districts are using video as a primary means of communications, the publishing savings using Ensemble Video far exceed all the costs of building and managing most any other video ecosystem.
Those that bear the chief responsibility for improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the institutions’ internal and external communications with video-on-demand will choose Ensemble Video over YouTube for an enterprise-wide video content management platform. For more information please visit: http://www.ensemblevideo.com.

**About Symphony Video**
Symphony Video, Inc. provides Internet video software and services. Ensemble Video, an innovative enterprise video content management platform developed at Syracuse University, helps school districts, higher education institutions and corporations save a great deal of money and time managing the ongoing proliferation of video assets throughout the organization. Ensemble Video is the choice platform for those organizations that value ease-of-use, ease-of-support, flexibility and fast return on investment. Syracuse University has been awarded a [Campus Technology Innovators Award](http://www.ensemblevideo.com) for development and deployment of Ensemble Video. In the sixth annual competition, 11 winners were selected in six categories from 488 nominations by higher education institutions around the globe. The winning project has been described in detail in the [August issue of Campus Technology](http://www.ensemblevideo.com).